Photo and Illustration Permissions

It is the author’s responsibility to secure the copyright owner’s permission to reproduce photos or illustrations in numbered publications published by University of Idaho Extension or the Idaho Agricultural Experiment Station.

Your request for permission should be sent in writing, and should include the following:

- A description of the specific photo(s) or illustration(s) you wish to reproduce.

- Information about the publication in which you plan to reproduce the material, including publisher, title, approximate number of pages, form of publication (book, online-only publication, etc.), purpose of the publication, likely publication date, approximate number of copies to be printed, and whether the publication will be sold or given away.

- The fact that you seek nonexclusive rights to reproduce the photo/illustration in all editions of the publication (this would include print and digital editions as well as in editions in other languages such as Spanish).

- An opportunity for the copyright holder to specify how he wishes the credit line to read.

Forward your permissions to Educational Communications for inclusion in the official publication file at the same time you submit your manuscript, art, and other publishing materials.

Here is a sample letter:

Dear ___,

We are interested in reproducing your photo of a basket of organic potatoes on the cover of the forthcoming University of Idaho Extension educational bulletin *Irrigated Organic Russet Burbank Potato Production in Southern Idaho*. The publication will be about 16 pages long and printed in black and white, except for the cover image, which we plan to reproduce in color. We plan to publish the bulletin in print (800 copies) and online in January 2011. We plan to sell some copies of the bulletin on a nonprofit, cost-recovery basis.

We request nonexclusive world rights, as part of our bulletin only, in all languages and for all editions in print and other media.

If you are the copyright holder, may I have your permission to reproduce the photograph in our bulletin? If so, we will, of course credit you as the original
source of the photograph. Please also let me know how the credit line should read. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

___